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Muntraa, coun
ntry's first
f
un
nmann
ned tan
nk, rollls out from
t Ch
the
hennai lab
Chennnai: Defencce Research and Develoopment Orgaanisation (D
DRDO) has developed an
a unmannedd, remotely
operated tank whhich has threee variants - surveillancee, mine deteection and reeconnaissancce in areas with
w nuclear
and bio
b threats. It
I is called Muntra.
M
Thoough developped and testeed for the Arrmy by Com
mbat Vehiclees Research
and Developmen
D
nt Establishm
ment (CVRD
DE) in Avadi, paramilitaary has expreessed interesst to use them
m at Naxalhit arreas. That will
w require a few modificcations.
v
desiigned like ann armoured tank
t
were onn display at an exhibitioon - Science
The two remotelly operated vehicles
for Soldiers
S
- orgganised by DRDO
D
as a trribute to form
mer Presidennt APJ Abduul Kalam at CVRDe in Avadi.
A
Munntra-S is thee country's first tracked unmannedd ground vehicle
v
deveeloped for unmanned
u
s
surveillance
missions while Muntra-M is
i for detectting mines and
a Muntra-N is for opperation in areas wheree there is a
pon risk.
nucleear radiationn or bio weap
d
desert
The vehicle hass been tested and validdated at Mahhajan field firing rangee in Rajasthhan under dusty
condditions wheree temperaturres touched 52 C. Armyy comfortablly tele-operaated the vehiicle. It has surveillance
s
radarr, an integraated camera along with laser range finder whicch can be used to spy on
o ground taarget 15km
awayy - may be a crawling men or heavy vehicles.
The exhibition also showcased CCPT veehicle whichh is a remote command centre.
From
m a helmet--mounted night
n
vision to nano-drriven therm
mal and elecctromagneticc protectionn and laser
weappons, DRDO
O showcased
d hundreds of products in an exhibbition aimedd at boostingg the confiddence of its
emplloyees and to
t change a negative
n
perrception tow
wards the orgganisation inn the governnment at heavvy vehicles
factoory.
Besides heavy vehicles,
v
DR
RDO labs alsso showcaseed a few invventions like a handheldd wall penetrration radar
whicch if placed on a wall will
w project on
o a screen the presencee of people inside a buiilding and also a nanobased electro-maagnetic shieeld which prrotects combbat systems from electroomagnetic attack
a
and also
a
a GSM
moniitoring systeem which helps to listen in on encryppted calls off mobile phonnes.
DO chairmann S Christop
pher said thhe products displayed would
w
conveyy the techniical competeence of the
DRD
organnisation to the
t soldiers and
a the sociiety. He alsoo said DRDO
O was workiing on installling AWAC
C (Airborne
Earlyy Warning and
a Control System) onn an A330 aircraft.
a
The system is now
n
perfecteed for use onn a smaller
Embbraer plane. The
T exhibitio
on will be oppen to the puublic on Sunnday.
DO is lookinng for exportting version one or two of some weapon system
ms which beccome redunddant for the
DRD
Arm
my because thhey have acq
quired newerr versions, saaid its chairm
man S Christtopher on Frriday.
Afterr inauguratinng an exhibiition that shoowcased a wide
w range off products thhat they weree in talks witth countries
to exxport weaponns and systeems that are phased out by the Armyy due to acqquisition of latest
l
versions, he said,
"Oldder versions are good for some countries
c
whhich have shown
s
interrest. Some of the systtems under
deveelopment tooo could be ex
xported. It would
w
also create goodwiill."
He, however,
h
didd not reveal name of anyy country. He
H also said DRDO had urged the goovernment to "allow us
to test the produucts which we
w may not want
w
immeddiately but caan still be deeveloped and exported. Torpedoes,
rockets and misssiles are a feew products that are beiing considered for exporrt." He gavee the examplle of Pinaki
rocket as latest GPS-driven
G
ones
o
have beeen developeed.
Christopher alsoo said DRDO
O products were
w
rankedd well worldd over. "We are fourth in
i the worldd in AWAC
and fighter
f
planees, fifth in missiles.
m
Arjuun is not far away
a
from being
b
the besst among som
me countriess."
As the thrust is on roping in private companies,
c
D
DRDO
is loooking at caapitalising onn intellectuaal property.
Privaate companiies are bein
ng roped in because they are betteer placed too market annd manufactuure DRDO

prodducts and thhe Army seeems to be more
m
recepttive when products
p
aree presented by private companies.
Already 1 lakh crore
c
has beeen generated in two years.
"If we can generrate 5 lakh crrore in five years we do not have to depend on government for funds," he said.
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In a fiirst, DR
RDO develop
d
ps unm
manned
d tank
k Munttra;
from dettecting
g nucleear, bioo weap
pons too miness, heree is all
y neeed to know
you
k
Govvernment aggency Defen
nce Research
h and Develoopment Orgganisation (D
DRDO) has recently devveloped an
unmanned tank thatt can remoteely operate and
a has nam
med it 'Munttra'.
Goveernment ageency Defencce Research and Develoopment Orgganisation (D
DRDO) has recently deeveloped an
unmanned tank that can rem
motely operaate and has named
n
it ‘M
Muntra’. Thee agency hass developed the tank in
threee different variants to tacckle any kinnd of situatioon- for surveeillance, anoother for minne detection and a third
variaant for reconnnaissance in areas withh nuclear annd bio threatts, accordingg to a Businness Insider report. The
tank which is a first
f
of its kin
nd in the couuntry has been developed and testedd by Combat Vehicles Reesearch and
Deveelopment Esstablishment (CVRDE) in
i Avadi forr the army, while
w
the parramilitary haas expressedd its interest
in ussing them in the areas thaat have beenn affected byy the Naxals..
Receently two veehicles that have
h
been designed likee an armoureed tank weree recently diisplayed at the
t Science
for Soldiers
S
exhiibition that was
w organiseed by DRDO
O as a tributte to formerr President APJ
A Abdul Kalam,
K
who
was also known as the Missiile Man of Inndia. Duringg the testing of
o the vehiclle, it was fouund that its surveillance
s
radarr that includes an integraated camera can be usedd to spy on taargets that arre 15 km awaay.
Morre about thee variants off the unman
nned tank ‘M
Muntra’Mun
ntra S – This variant hass been developed to carryy out unmannned surveilllance missioons.
Mun
nta M – Thiss variant hass been develooped for detecting miness.
Mun
ntra N – Thiis variant will be deployed in areas where
w
nucleaar radiation or
o the risk off bio weaponns is high.
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DR
RDO sh
howcasess unman
nned 'M
Muntra' tanks; may help
p fight Naxals
Indiaa's first inddigenous un
nmanned, reemote contrrolled tank,, developedd by the Defence
D
Ressearch and
Deveelopment Orrganisation (DRDO),
(
hass been rolledd out of the Chennai
C
lab..
'Munntra', as it haas been dubb
bed, has three variants - surveillancce, mine dettection and reconnaissannce in areas
with nuclear andd bio threats.
A
by Coombat Vehiccles Researchh and Development Esttablishment
Thouugh developped and testeed for the Army
(CVR
RDE) in Avvadi, param
military forcees have exprressed interest to use them
t
at Naxxal-hit areass. This will
require a few moodifications.
a armoured tank were on display at an exhibitioon - Science
The two remotely operated vehicles dessigned like an
for Soldiers
S
- orgganised by DRDO
D
as a trribute to form
mer Presidennt A P J Abddul Kalam att CVRDe in Avadi.
Munntra-S has been develop
ped for unmaanned surveeillance misssions, whereeas Muntra-M
M is built foor detecting
minees. Muntra-N
N will be dep
ployed in areeas where nuuclear radiatiion or bio weapon risk iss high.

The vehicle has been tested at Mahajan field firing range in Rajasthan under dusty desert conditions where
temperatures touched 52°C. It has surveillance radar, an integrated camera along with laser range finder which
can be used to spy on ground target 15km away – which may be a crawling men or heavy vehicles.
The exhibition also showcased a CCPT vehicle which is a remote command centre.
From helmet-mounted night vision to nano-driven thermal and electromagnetic protection and laser weapons,
DRDO showcased hundreds of products in an exhibition aimed at boosting the confidence of its employees
and to change a negative perception of the organisation in the government.
Besides heavy vehicles, DRDO labs also showcased a few inventions like a handheld wall penetration radar
which if placed on a wall will project on a screen the presence of people inside a building, a nano-based
electro-magnetic shield which protects combat systems from electromagnetic attack, and a GSM monitoring
system which helps to listen in on encrypted calls on mobile phones.
S Christopher, the DRDO chairman, said the products displayed would convey the technical competence of the
organisation to the soldiers and the society.
He also said DRDO was working on installing AWAC (Airborne Early Warning and Control System) on an
A330 aircraft. The system is now perfected for use on a smaller Embraer plane.
The exhibition will be open to the public on Sunday.
DRDO is looking for exporting versions of some weapon systems which have become redundant for the Army
because they have acquired newer versions, said Christopher on Friday.
"Older versions are good for some countries which have shown interest. Some of the systems under
development too could be exported. It would also create goodwill,'' he said. He however did not name any
country.
Christopher also said DRDO products were ranked well the world over. "We are fourth in the world in AWAC
and fighter planes, fifth in missiles. Arjun is not far away from being the best among some countries."
As the thrust is on roping in private companies, DRDO is looking at capitalising on intellectual property.
Private companies are being roped in because they are better placed to market and manufacture DRDO
products and the Army seems to be more receptive when products are presented by private companies.
Already 1 lakh crore has been generated in two years.
"If we can generate Rs5 lakh crore in five years we do not have to depend on government for funds," he said.
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DRDO Has Developed The Muntra, India's First
Unmanned Tank For The Army
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed an unmanned, remotely operated
tank which has three variants - surveillance, mine detection and reconnaissance in areas with nuclear and bio
threats. It is called Muntra. Though developed and tested for the Army by Combat Vehicles Research and
Development Establishment (CVRDE) in Avadi, paramilitary has expressed interest to use them at Naxal-hit
areas. That will require a few modifications. The two remotely operated vehicles designed like an armoured
tank were on display at an exhibition - Science for Soldiers - organised by DRDO as a tribute to former
President APJ Abdul Kalam at CVRDe in Avadi. Muntra-S is the country's first tracked unmanned ground
vehicle developed for unmanned surveillance missions while Muntra-M is for detecting mines and Muntra-N
is for operation in areas where there is a nuclear radiation or bio weapon risk.

The vehicle has been tested and validated at Mahajan field firing range in Rajasthan under dusty desert
conditions where temperatures touched 52 C. Army comfortably tele-operated the vehicle. It has surveillance
radar, an integrated camera along with laser range finder which can be used to spy on ground target 15km
away - may be a crawling men or heavy vehicles. The exhibition also showcased CCPT vehicle which is a
remote command centre. From a helmet-mounted night vision to nano-driven thermal and electromagnetic
protection and laser weapons, DRDO showcased hundreds of products in an exhibition aimed at boosting the
confidence of its employees and to change a negative perception towards the organisation in the government at
heavy vehicles factory.
Besides heavy vehicles, DRDO labs also showcased a few inventions like a handheld wall penetration radar
which if placed on a wall will project on a screen the presence of people inside a building and also a nanobased electro-magnetic shield which protects combat systems from electromagnetic attack and also a GSM
monitoring system which helps to listen in on encrypted calls of mobile phones.
DRDO chairman S Christopher said the products displayed would convey the technical competence of the
organisation to the soldiers and the society. He also said DRDO was working on installing AWAC (Airborne
Early Warning and Control System) on an A330 aircraft. The system is now perfected for use on a smaller
Embraer plane. The exhibition will be open to the public on Sunday.
Chennai: DRDO is looking for exporting version one or two of some weapon systems which become
redundant for the Army because they have acquired newer versions, said its chairman S Christopher on Friday.
After inaugurating an exhibition that showcased a wide range of products that they were in talks with countries
to export weapons and systems that are phased out by the Army due to acquisition of latest versions, he said,
"Older versions are good for some countries which have shown interest. Some of the systems under
development too could be exported. It would also create goodwill." He, however, did not reveal name of any
country. He also said DRDO had urged the government to "allow us to test the products which we may not
want immediately but can still be developed and exported. Torpedoes, rockets and missiles are a few products
that are being considered for export." He gave the example of Pinaki rocket as latest GPS-driven ones have
been developed.
Christopher also said DRDO products were ranked well world over. "We are fourth in the world in AWAC
and fighter planes, fifth in missiles. Arjun is not far away from being the best among some countries."
As the thrust is on roping in private companies, DRDO is looking at capitalising on intellectual property.
Private companies are being roped in because they are better placed to market and manufacture DRDO
products and the Army seems to be more receptive when products are presented by private companies.
Already 1 lakh crore has been generated in two years.
"If we can generate 5 lakh crore in five years we do not have to depend on government for funds," he said.
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DRDO rolls out India's first unmanned tank Muntra
Muntra tanks are the first unmanned tanks In India. Read on to know how its three variants will help
Indian Army and the paramilitary forces.
By Sriparna Ghosh
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed India's first unmanned tank
which has three variants for surveillance, mine detection and reconnaissance in areas with nuclear and bio
threats.
These remotely operated tank called Muntra was developed and tested for Indian Army by the Combat
Vehicles Research and Development Establishment (CVRDE) in Avadi. However, the paramilitary has also
expressed interest in using them in Naxal-hit areas.

Two of these tanks were put on display at an exhibition - Science for Soldiers - organised by the DRDO as a
tribute to former President APJ Abdul Kalam at CVRD in Avadi. The tanks are designed like an armoured
tank.
What does the tank do?
The Muntra-S is the first tracked unmanned ground vehicle which will facilitate the security forces in
conducting unmanned surveillance missions. While the Muntra-M is for detecting mines, the Muntra-N is for
operation in areas where there is a nuclear radiation or bio weapon risk.
These tanks were tested and validated at the Mahajan field firing range in Rajasthan which is well known for
its rough terrain and extreme weather conditions.
The vehicles were exposed to dusty desert conditions where temperatures touched 52 degrees Celcius. But the
Indian forces comfortably teleoperated the vehicle.
The Muntra is also equipped with surveillance radar, an integrated camera along with laser range finder which
can be used to spy on ground targets like crawling men or heavy vehicles up to 15km away.
Apart from the unmanned Muntra tanks, the exhibition also showcased exhibition also showcased CCPT
vehicle which is a remote command centre, helmet-mounted night vision, nano-driven thermal and
electromagnetic protection and other laser weapons.
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India’s first unmanned tank Muntra is here. Here are
the details
India's first unmanned tank developed by the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has
been rolled out of the Chennai lab. Muntra, the unmanned tank, has three variants - surveillance, mine
detection and reconnaissance in areas with nuclear and bio threats.
It is likely to be used in Naxal-hit areas. Recently, two remotely operated vehicles designed like an armoured
tank were on display at an exhibition as a tribute to former President APJ Abdul Kalam. Muntra-S has been
developed for unmanned surveillance missions, whereas Muntra-M is built for detecting mines. Muntra-N, on
the other hand, will be deployed in areas where nuclear radiation or bio weapon risk is high.
The vehicle has been tested. It's surveillance radar, which has an integrated camera can be used to spy on
ground target 15km away. DRDO chairman S Christopher said the organisation was working on installing
AWAC (Airborne Early Warning and Control System) on an A330 aircraft. The system is now perfected for
use on a smaller Embraer plane.
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DRDO develops India's first unmanned tank, Muntra;
rolls it out of Chennai lab
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed India's first unmanned tank, which
has three variants – surveillance, mine detection and reconnaissance in areas with nuclear and bio threats. It is
called Muntra (Mission UNmanned TRAcked) and has been rolled out of the Chennai lab.

Accoording to Thhe Times of India, thouggh the tank has been developed
d
annd tested forr the army by Combat
Vehiicles Researcch and Deveelopment Establishment (CVRDE) in
i Avadi, paaramilitary has expressedd interest to
use them
t
in Naxaal-hit areas.
The tanks will facilitate
f
Ind
dian Armed forces in coonducting unnmanned suurveillance missions.
m
Muuntra-S has
beenn developed for unmanneed surveillannce missionss, whereas Muntra-M
M
is built for deetecting minees. MuntraN wiill be deployyed in areas where
w
nuclear radiation or bio weapon risk is higgh, The Dailly Bhaskar reported.
r
The tanks have been
b
tested and validateed at Mahajaan field firinng range in Rajasthan. The
T Muntra tanks have
surveeillance radaar, an integrrated cameraa along withh laser rangee finder, whhich can be used to spy on ground
targeet about 15 kilometres
k
aw
way.
Two of these tannks were pu
ut on displayy at an exhibbition organiised by DRD
DO as a tribute to formeer president
APJ Abdul Kalam
m.
Besides heavy weights,
w
the DRDO alsoo showcasedd a few inveentions like a handheld wall penetrration radar
whicch if placed on
o a wall will project onn a screen thee presence of people insiide a buildinng.
DRD
DO chairmann S Christoph
her was quooted by Businness Insider as saying thhat the organnisation was working
w
on
instaalling AWAC
C (Airbornee Early Warrning and Control
C
Systeem) on an A330
A
aircraaft. The systtem is now
perfeected for usee on a smalleer Embraer plane.
p
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DRD
DO to tap oveerseas exportt mark
ket
Chennnai: Havingg developed
d an array of defence syystems over the past fivve decades, Defence Reesearch and
Deveelopment Orrganisation is now set to tap the overrseas export market.
At a customary news briefiing on the sidelines
s
of three-day scientific exhhibition “Sccience for Soliders and
Society” organissed at Com
mbat Vehiclee Research and Develoopment Estaablishment, S Christophher, DRDO
chairrman, said marketing
m
off Indian deffence produccts is being keenly purssued. “We are
a in talks with a few
frienndly foreign nations. When
W
Indian Army upgrrades to the latest technnology, the older system
ms become
redunndant. Thesee systems haave overseass market,” hee said without naming thhe potential foreign custtomers with
whom
m India is inn touch with..
Anotther top DR
RDO official,, who was present
p
at thee event, saidd light combbat aircraft, unmanned
u
aircraft such
as Rustom-1
R
annd Rustom-2
2/Tapas andd the small Airborne Early
E
Warninng and Conntrol System
m plane for
surveeillance are in the exporrt list. Also, the missile variants likke Astra and the Pinaka Mark 1 andd 2 versions
are probable
p
conntenders that India wish to
t customisee and producce.
At thhe exhibitionn, DRDO haas exhibited the miniaturre models off all the prodducts and tecchnological know-how.
Christopher saidd work was underway on
o developm
ment of futuuristic unmannned LCA, tactical sonar systems,
advaanced light weight
w
torpedo, Airbus A330
A
class AEW&CS
A
a hypersonnic missile (BrahMos-II
and
(
I), currently
undeer joint development by
y Russia annd India. It has a rangge of 600 km
k and cann be fired from
f
ships,
subm
marines, aircrraft and land
d.
On development
d
t of Arjun Mk2
M main battle tank, Christopher
C
chose not too comment. DRDO scieentists have
beenn developingg Arjun MK2
2 tank since 2012. Thouggh it is said to
t be a substtantially impproved versioon of Arjun
MK11, Indian arm
my has repo
ortedly objected to the tank carryinng ‘overweight’. It currrently weighhs about 68
tonnes and CVR
RDE has tak
ken-up the mantle
m
to ligghten the load. As the army’s
a
conttention is at 68 tonnes,
Arjuun Mk2 can’tt be used forr seamless opperations.
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DRDO
O to Taap Oveerseas Exporrt Marrket
Haviing developeed an array of
o defence syystems over the past fivee decades, Defence Reseearch and Deevelopment
Orgaanisation is now
n set to taap the overseeas export market.
m
At a customary news briefiing on the sidelines
s
of three-day scientific exhhibition “Sccience for Soliders and
Society” organissed at Com
mbat Vehiclee Research and Develoopment Estaablishment, S Christophher, DRDO
chairrman, said marketing
m
off Indian deffence produccts is being keenly purssued. “We are
a in talks with a few
frienndly foreign nations. When
W
Indian Army upgrrades to the latest technnology, the older system
ms become
redunndant. Thesee systems haave overseass market,” hee said without naming thhe potential foreign custtomers with
whom
m India is inn touch with..
Anotther top DR
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p
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aircraft such
as Rustom-1
R
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E
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ment of futuuristic unmannned LCA, tactical sonar systems,
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class AEW&CS
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and
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I), currently
undeer joint development by
y Russia annd India. It has a rangge of 600 km
k and cann be fired from
f
ships,
subm
marines, aircrraft and land
d.
On development
d
t of Arjun Mk2
M main battle tank, Christopher
C
chose not too comment. DRDO scieentists have
beenn developingg Arjun MK2
2 tank since 2012. Thouggh it is said to
t be a substtantially impproved versioon of Arjun
MK11, Indian arm
my has repo
ortedly objected to the tank carryinng ‘overweight’. It currrently weighhs about 68
tonnes and CVR
RDE has tak
ken-up the mantle
m
to ligghten the load. As the army’s
a
conttention is at 68 tonnes,
Arjuun Mk2 can’tt be used forr seamless opperations.

